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Why VISYT?
Menu of
Restaurant in 
Poland



Why VISYT?
Greek Salat



Why VISYT?
Chicken Crepes

PICTURES are more worth than 1000 words



Why VISYT?
Pictures for 
communications





We make Menus visible



VISYT focuses on the menus of 
restaurants and offers a 
unique, visual experience.

Thanks to the pictures and the 
language-neutral presentation 
of the menu card, the guests' 
choice is made easier. 

At the same time, the 
attraction of gastronomy is 
increased.

WHAT IS VISYT?



Benefits for the guests

- Pictures instead of imagination

- Descriptions in 12 languages

- Ingredients and Nutrition information

- no waiting time for menu card

- Read reviews 

- Navigation to the restaurant

- Reservation by calling from App

- also works without App download

- ...and it is ...

WHAT IS VISYT?



• …. absolutely hygienic



Benefits for Restaurant

- Easy to capture informations about the dish

- Foreign languages are no problem

- Explanation of the dishes based on pics

- Environmentally friendly no plastic / no paper

- Integration of the menu on the website

- Integration on social media channels

- Cost effective

- Menu printout possible if required

- many satisfied restaurants trust VISYT

- ...and is ...

WHAT IS VISYT?



• …. completely hygienic





How can you participate?



Number of Restaurants

https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/266492/umfrage/restaurants-gaststaetten-imbissstuben-cafes-eissalons-in-den-europaeischen-laendern/

about more than
900’000 in Europe

Let’s say 10% will use VISYT services,
this will be 150’000 clients.

Would it be nice to get Euro 9.45 
of each on a monthly base, forever?

Number of restaurants in the 
United States 660’755 in Spring 2018.

• Frankreich 164’149
• Italien 151’906
• Deutschland 135’741
• Schweiz 23’071
• Österreich 31’534
different Statistics
995’143 / 989’293 / 985’329



Have you ever...
…dreamed of being your own 
boss?

START YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS

…making your own decisions if, 
when, and where, you want to 
work? 

…making your own decisions 
when and how long you go on 
vacations?

With VISYT you can start your 
own business without any risk 
and besides your normal job.



Becoming a partner is easy:

1. Register Online

2. Recommend VISYT

• NO FEES
no hidden costs

• NO Minimum sales
• Own Webshop
• Just be your own Boss

VISYT PARTNER



Your income as a VISYT partner:

1. PAID for all sales.

2. Commissions for all sales of your partners 
and clients in your team.

3. All partners and clients, which you acquired 
will be connected to your account forever.
You recommend VISYT once and you receive 
your commission forever, as soon as the new 
client sign up VISYT services.

4. Paid in realtime
The commission will be shown directly in your 
personal account and paid out immediately.

PARTNER
INCOME



SUBSCRIPTION PLANS



Let us assume Sabine has acquired a 
restaurant which signs up for VISYT 
services.
The lower version of the VISYT Service is 
$ 16.90 net. ($ 21.90)

VISYT pays out 72% of all sales to their 
partners and distributes, agents.

As a VISYT partner who referred our 
services to this restaurant, Sabine gets 
60% of this payout.

This is $ 7.30 for Sabine ($ 9.45 for the 
premium VISYT subscription)

Sabine receives $ 7.30 each month, or $ 9.45 
for the premium subscription

(as long as the restaurants uses VISYT)

Example



Sabine already convinced
10 restaurants about VISYT.

So, she gets on a monthly base
10 x $ 7.30 = $ 73.00

(10 x $ 9.45 = $ 94.50)
(if Premium Package Subscription)

Sabine gets $ 73.00 every month, or
$ 94.50 for the Premium subscription
(as long as the restaurant uses VISYT)

10 Restaurants

Example



Lets think about what happens when
Sabine build up a Team and each Team 
Member finds 10 restaurant which are 
signing up for the VISYT Services:

The picture shows us 10 Partners of Sabine.

Every Partner found 10 restaurants which
signed up the basic VISYT service.

That‘s 10 x 10 = 100 VISYT Services

Sabine gets $ 1.21 of each sales
(or 1.50 for the Premium Sub)

That‘s 100 x $ 1.21 = $ 121.00
(or 100 x 1.50 = $ 150 Premium Subscription)

Sabine gets $ 121.00 every month, 
or $ 150.00 for the Premium Subscription. 

10 x 10 x 

10 x 
10 x 

10 x 
10 x 

10 x 

10 x 

10 Partner / 10 Restaurants

10 x 

10 x 

Example



What happens if the Partners in Sabine's team
do the same as Sabine?

Each Partner acquires 10 Partners.
Each Partner convince 10 restaurants
10 x VISYT Services.
That‘s 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000 subscriptions

Sabine gets $ 1.21 for each subscription
(or € 1.50 for Premium)

That‘s 1000 x $ 1.21 = $ 1‘210.00
(1000x1.50= $ 1‘500 for Premium)

Sabine gets $ 1‘210 every month, or $ 1‘500.00 for Premium Subscriptions as 
long as the restaurant is using VISYT. 

10 x 
10 x 10 x 

10 x 
10 x 

10 x 10 x 
10 x 

10 x 
10 x 
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Example
Networking



We take another step

further and see how 

Sabine's team of partners 

grows.....and grows.....and grows 

over months.... and years.....

Example
Networking





Sabine's team is growing and growing 
and over time Sabine's network looks 
like this:

10 Partners in 1. level = 10
10 x 10 Partners in 2. level = 100
100 x 10 Partners in 3. level = 1000
Finally:
10 + 100 + 1000 = 1‘110 Partners

Example
Networking



If each partner convince only 10 restaurants 
of the VISYT service, then this will be the 
calculation:

10 x $ 1.21 for Sabine = $ 12.10 per Partner
For Sabine that‘s:
1‘110 x $ 12.10 = $ 13‘431.00
(or 1110 x $ 15 = $ 16‘650.00)

and this for each month: on a monthly base

Example
Networking



This example is only a calculation example and may not 
be achieved in reality. 

However, the number of partners and customers that a 
partner can recruit himself is not limited, so there can 
be more than 10 customers and more than 10 partners. 
There will also be partners who only recruit one new 
partner or who do nothing at all. 

Nevertheless, the calculation example is achievable, as 
customers and new partners are continuously being 
recruited. Finding 10 customers and 10 partners within 
12 months can be achieved on a part-time basis. A 
partner helps his new partners to recruit the first 
customers and further partners until he can do it 
himself and can help his partners. This multiplies the 
own performance and builds a successful team.

Example
Networking



1. Just register online

2. Just recommend VISYT

• No hidden Fees
no hidden costs

• No minimum sales
• No pressure, you are the Boss
• Own Website
• Easy side job

BENEFITS of
Networkmarketing



Clients



Use of VISYT by the Rigi Railways



Prag

Orlando

Salzburg

Italy
Lanzarote

Deutschland

Spain

Luxembourg

Genévè

Europe 
und USA

France

Tessin



PATENT FILED
With these sources of income and low costs, the company should quickly become 
profitable and attractive.

Assume that the company promptly moves beyond the break-even point and turns 
into high cash profits, the company will become attractive to buyers. There are big 
names in the web food industry (e.g. Yelp, OpenTable, Chow Now and others) that 
have had interesting takeovers of successful apps with a large user base in the 
past.

The founders of VISYT have protected the idea, corresponding patents are pending 
in the USA and Europe. The trademarks and copyrights are registered.



CSR. We support social projects
It is nice to be successful, but taking social responsibility and
to think about the environment at the same time is also valid for us.

VISYT customers use neither plastic nor paper
and this makes a contribution to the ecological balance!

VISYT supports the project financially and through personal commitment, 
three important projects on a voluntary basis…



What’s next?
Send the pdf or Word document 
of the menu of your favorite restaurant
to jf@visyt.me.

You will get their VISYT Code and 
their credentials for their backend.

You can show the restaurant manager
how VISYT works and they will have 
a better knowledge/experience about it.



Thank you very much for 
your attention.

We look forward to see you!


